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Ford Conservatives just took away $1/hr from
the wages of over a million Ontario workers.
Collective agreements, decent jobs and
public services are under threat.

IT’S TIME FOR ACTION
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The Grinch Gets a Standing Ovation
January 1st should have been a great day for more than one
million Ontarians. Workers earning the minimum wage were
supposed to receive $1 more an hour, helping to keep them afloat
in this era of precarious jobs and unaffordable housing.
Instead, like the Grinch that stole
Christmas, Ford’s Conservative
government passed Bill 47 on
November 21st, cutting the planned
minimum wage increase less than six
weeks before a raise that so many were
counting on. As the bill was rammed
through, Conservatives gave themselves
a standing ovation at Queen’s Park.
Minimum wage often fails to keep up
with the cost of living, and certainly
doesn’t reflect productivity increases
that workers contribute. Ford and
his business friends claimed that a
higher minimum wage would slow the
economy and cause job losses. That’s
not true – Ontario’s economy grew in
2018 with real job gains as minimum
wage went to $14 an hour. Here is
what else was taken away by Bill 47:
•	Two paid sick days
•	Up to ten days emergency leave
•	Equal pay for people who do the
same job for temp agencies or as
part-timers
•	Scheduling rights and pay
•	Restrictions on misclassifying
employees
•	Card-based certification for service
and temporary agency workers
•	Access to employee lists when a
union has support for organizing a
workplace
•	Protection from being fired after
more than six months of a strike or
lockout
•	Better enforcement
•	Higher fines for employers who
break the law

By cutting away workers’ rights,
business can pay even higher
dividends to shareholders and vast

bonuses to executives. Fiera Foods can
continue to hire untrained workers to
do their unsafe work. Magna will keep
hiring temps as their employment
model. Loblaw CEO Galen Weston
can keep all the profit he complained
about losing.
To get these rights back, we need
to remember one thing - we win
through our own struggle. The
Liberal government didn’t pass Bill
148 just because they wanted to give
us rights – we pushed them do it.
Those gains are largely wiped out by
the Conservatives, but we did manage
to preserve domestic violence leave
provisions and three weeks paid
vacation after five years. November
20th was Doug Ford’s birthday. He
tried to give himself a present by
passing Bill 47 on his birthday, but
protestors shut down Queen’s Park to
delay passage by one day later.
We must take steps to roll back
this rotten law. In the short run, we
want to put maximum pressure on
Conservative MPPs. Most people
support a $15 minimum wage. Over
77% of Ontarians – including 64%
of Conservative voters – oppose
the decision to eliminate paid sick
days. Conservative MPPs across the
province know what they have done
is unpopular - many don’t return
phone calls or accept meetings. So we
are asking you to tell your MPP that
Ontarians deserve a $15 minimum
wage and protection of other
workplace rights. Visit labourcouncil.ca
to send an email to your MPP. You can also call
or text Doug Ford directly at 416-805-2156.
Solidarity!
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It’s Never Wrong To Resist
What is the role of labour in Ontario over the next four years? That is the
question that every union leader and activist should be asking constantly
in the days ahead. Canada’s unions have never been satisfied to only
bargain contracts or defend jobs - our movement has always defined itself
as being a force for social as well as economic justice.
From the very start we sought to
win social programs for working
families and public services for our
communities. All throughout our
history, we stood for fairness and
worked for justice - including for
the less fortunate among us. But
sometimes we have had to act as a
resistance movement - when those in
power are clearly abusing their power.
That is the situation we find ourselves
in today. With the Ford regime willing
to bend rules and impose their will
over the rest of society, nothing that
working people won in the past is safe.
it is worth identifying what we
learned from the years of the Harris
Conservatives, as well as the global
experience of similar regimes. The first
thing is to recognize that they will be

acting in favour of economic elites,
even if their rhetoric has a populist
edge. The second is that they will
try to divide us from each other and
from other groups in society. And the
third is that they are not invulnerable.
Despite having the full power of a
legislative majority, they often trip up
when overstepping the bounds of legal
or social norms.
A resistance movement is conscious
of the need to keep challenging
unjust actions, to expose greed and
dishonesty, and to defend those who
are being demeaned or bullied. It
is guided by a deep belief that “An
injury to one is an injury to all”.
Recognizing that truth is half the
battle. What is more crucial is to find
the courage to step up and speak out,

even when there may be a cost in
doing so.
Those who built our movement
learned the hard way that solidarity
is a verb, not just a noun. We have
to practice it actively, consciously
and effectively. We will have to build
relationships with those we don’t
yet know, and come to understand
what values we share. We will have
to step up and defend others in our
communities and outside our own
sector. Every union will be tested
to put solidarity at the core of our
collective work in 2019 and beyond.
Quite simply, it is what we must do to
survive the adversity ahead and build
for the future.

NEWSFLASH!
On January 17th the Conservatives announced cuts to post-secondary education.
The Canadian Federation of Students is warning this will mean:
• At least a 4 per cent cut in institutional funding;
• Fewer grants, more student loans and end of the grace period for loan repayment.
• An attack on students’ unions ability to represent and service their members
Students’ unions, like labour unions, are independent organizations that advocate for students’ interests and provide direct
services. This is paid for by dues that have been democratically set by members. The Ford government’s “Student Choice
Initiative” will encourage students to opt-out of these dues. It’s part of a Republican-style effort to deliberately weaken
organizations that work for social justice.

LabourACTION is a publication of the
Toronto & York Region Labour Council
that is published several times a year.
Got feedback? Comment on an article?
Story ideas?
Email: council@labourcouncil.ca

www.labourcouncil.ca
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Like facebook.com/labourcouncil
Visit labourcouncil.ca for video, articles,
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FORD TO RIP UP UNION AGREEMENTS
As one of the final acts of 2018,
the Conservative government
introduced legislation that
would rip up all construction
union agreements with cities,
school boards, universities
and hospitals. This is nothing
short of a full-scale attack
on workers’ rights in this
province – and something no
Conservative talked about
during the election campaign.

In Toronto that will decimate these
bargaining rights for nearly all of the
union trades, most of which have been
in existence for a century or more. For
Doug Ford to decide that he has the
authority to simply take away those
agreements with a stroke of a pen is
breath-taking. The Supreme Court
has overturned similar anti-union
legislation in recent years because,
unlike this government, it recognizes
that the Charter protects basic labour
rights. Labour rights are fundamental
to a just society.
Toronto has the most productive
construction workforce in North
America – the product of many
generations of immigration combined
with a deep commitment to
apprenticeship and skills training.
Union training centres have an
enviable record of success in
apprenticeship graduation and skills
upgrading through life-long learning.
Union members and unionized
contractors contribute financially to
ensure that these crucial skills are
passed on to the next generation. And
the safety record in union construction
is dramatically superior to the nonunion sector.

It is clear that the Conservatives do
not respect the skills of our members
or the framework of collective
bargaining that provides stability to
their working lives. They are listening
to the American inspired lobby group
known as Merit Contractors, who will
never be satisfied until they eliminate
the power of unions in construction.
No doubt Merit will attack the Fair
Wage Policy as soon as these union
agreements are gone.
There are many other aspects of the
Bill that are deeply flawed – from
undermining childcare quality and
eroding workplace standards to cutting
policies that protect our environment
and our society, and opening up the
Greenbelt. Take a minute and send a
clear message to Doug Ford and your
MPP that Bill 66 must be scrapped!
Go to FightBill66.ca

BILL 66 ALSO THREATENS ONTARIO’S GREENBELT, CLEAN
DRINKING WATER AND PRECIOUS FARMLAND
Ontario’s Greenbelt is the recipe for fresh air, clean water, healthy local food, active outdoor recreation, and a
thriving economy. At almost 2 million acres, it’s the world’s largest permanently protected Greenbelt, keeping our
farmlands, forests, wetlands safe and sustainable.
Premier Doug Ford promised to protect the Greenbelt but his proposed “Open for Business” Act (Bill 66) will put
new factories and sprawl in the Greenbelt and other sensitive farmland, forests and watersheds.
Bill 66 also allows new development to bypass the Clean Water Act, the Great Lakes Protection Act and the Lake
Simcoe Act, putting our drinking water at risk.
Once gone, farmland and natural areas are gone forever. Go to StopBill66.ca for more info.
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THE GREAT TORONTO TRAIN ROBBERY
Public transit is a lifeline for our communities. It connects us to
education, work, health care, and more, and provides good jobs.
But Toronto is on the brink of losing this vital public service,
unless we win the fight to stop Ford’s subway grab-and-sell.
The provincial government says it
plans to “upload” the subways and
other TTC assets in early 2019, but
it would be more accurate to call it
“stealing.” That’s because the province
won’t pay a dime to take over a public
asset that was paid for by transit riders
and Toronto taxpayers.
Fragmenting the TTC will mean
higher fares, less say for the public,
and worse transit service. It also
opens the door to privatization. When
other cities have privatized transit
service, riders lose out because fares
go up while service and safety goes
down. In London, England, private
bus companies compete for riders on
the busiest routes, leaving suburban
neighbourhoods with even less transit
because the routes are less profitable.
Splitting apart subways from buses
will create a two-tier system, where
transit riders may pay a premium
to ride subways. Metrolinx, the
provincial transit agency, charges fares
based on distance. With a divided
system, will 2-hour fares and free TTC
for kids under 12 still be offered all
across Toronto?
Developers can’t wait to get their
hands on the valuable land above TTC
stations. Metrolinx just announced
a new “market-driven” strategy that
would leave the building of new
transit stations up to the private sector
in exchange for development rights.
The province says it will pay for some
subway maintenance costs, but experts
say the amount they’ve promised to
spend is woefully inadequate, which

means vital capital upgrades could go
unfunded.
Transit workers, riders, and allies
have been sounding the alarm about
the plan to break apart the TTC and
flip its most valuable assets. Since
August, labour and community groups
have collected thousands of petition
signatures and done outreach in our
organizations and at TTC stops to
educate transit riders. On December
13, 2018, we held a rally at Toronto
City Hall and the majority of City
Councillors to voice their opposition.
Premier Ford needs to fund transit
in Ontario properly, not break it
apart. Decades of underfunding has
left the TTC overcrowded with everincreasing fares. To make transit
more reliable and affordable, the
province needs to return to fairly
funding local transit systems with
a dedicated operating subsidy. The
TTC is the least-subsidized major
system in North America, because the
province cut its funding supports to
city transit agencies the last time the
Conservatives were in power.
The Ford government’s grab-and-sell
of our invaluable transit assets is not a
done deal. But a powerful movement
of workers, transit riders, and
community allies will be necessary to
win a reversal of the upload plan.
Sign the petition and get involved in the fight

for affordable public transit at:
ttcriders.ca/oursubway
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SCHOOLS MATTER
Last fall the Ford government released a manifesto for privatization of public services- disguised as
a line by line analysis of Ontario’s finances. It refers to health care, social services and education,
and makes it clear where the Conservatives plan to go: “Governments around the world are
moving towards alternate arrangements for funding, including tying funding to the achievement
of outcomes, and providing funding to individuals, who can then choose their service providers
through a form of market activity and discipline.”
In education this points to a
voucher system, redirecting tax
dollars meant for publicly funded
education to private schools. It also
suggests funding schools based on
their achievement outcomes - an
Ontario version of the US model that
rewards schools that perform well
on standardized tests, and removes
funding from those that do not
perform well, punishing working class
and racialized communities.
Donald Trump’s Secretary of
Education, Betsy DeVos, is driving a
massive expansion of charter schools–

a system that allows corporations
or special interest groups to write a
school charter and get funded by tax
dollars. Vouchers, outcomes-based
funding and charter schools each have
the same result: de-funding the public
system and creating greater barriers to
equitable access to quality education.
To see how this turns out, look to the
US where this approach has starved
the public system leaving the most
marginalized children in the worst
schools in the country, and puts
control of education into the hands
of large corporations like Pearson

Publishing. In New Orleans after the
devastation of Hurricane Katrina, the
entire education system was turned
over to charter schools.
Is there evidence that this government
will cut school funding? In a word,
yes. Their stated goal is four cents on
the dollar “efficiencies” - equal to a
1-billion-dollar cut to education. It
will be a fight for all of us – defending
the right to have equitable access to
quality education in a publicly funded
local school that provides its students
with what they need to succeed.

GOOD JOBS MATTER
Canadians are devastated to hear General Motors announce the
closure of the Oshawa assembly plant. There are over 2,500 union
jobs at stake, which impacts all the surrounding communities.
Closing the Oshawa plant will hit many others - for each direct
job there are up to seven spin off jobs that are key to the local
economy. Economist Jim Stanford identifies the real culprits in
this tragedy – the relentless demand of hedge funds for much
higher returns on their shares, regardless of the damage to
production capacity or the communities involved.
General Motors registered $6 billion
US in profits in the first three quarters
of this year. It has been the recipient
of massive public financial support,
particularly after the financial
meltdown a decade ago. But the
Harper Conservatives sold off GM
shares that came from the 2009
bailout at a bargain price and lost all
leverage over investment decisions.

Now the Premier throws up his hands
to say nothing can be done to change
the GM decision. No politician should
simply accept such a terrible blow to
this province’s economy. Maybe Doug
Ford just doesn’t give a damn about
Oshawa.
To learn more about the fight to defend these
jobs, go to SaveOshawaGM.ca
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HONOURING THOSE WHO SERVE
The 2018 Municipal Elections presented an unprecedented
challenge to our democracy because of the interference of the
Ford Regime. There were many Councillors and Trustees who
we endorsed across Toronto and York Region and we hope to
continue our work with them to build a progressive agenda.

“Some would say that at the municipal
level you don’t really have a hand
in bringing about social change, but
you do, you really do, because at the
municipal level you are closer than
anyone else in Canada to the people.”
Maria Augimeri

“Organizing and building power to
affect change can be done by anybody.”

Janet Davis

There were some disappointing results
– a number of stalwart champions for
social justice will no longer be at City
Hall. Under the original 47 seat model
many new diverse candidates were
poised to become part of a much more
representative Council. They were
sidelined by the reduction of seats to
25, which is a real setback to the goal
of equity and inclusion in our City.
We want to acknowledge the vital
contributions of those progressive
Councillors who are not returning to
office – Maria Augimeri, Janet Davis,
Sarah Doucette, Mary Fragedakis, Joe
Mihevc and Neethan Shan – and thank
them for devoting so much of their
personal life to public service. Labour
Council has created a series of videos
to honour their work. Look for them
on labourcouncil.ca
Moving forward, the City will be in
a particularly difficult situation with
a hostile provincial government,
constantly looking to supersede
authority, and declining revenues
due to a cooling real estate market –
this will present both challenges and

opportunities.
The Labour Council along with
progressive councilors and trustees,
and our allies in the community will
be organizing to fend off damage
caused by the provincial government,
and potentially by the right wing
at City Hall. It will take hard work
to focus on making public policy
decisions based on our collective
good, instead of cynically looking at
austerity measures.
There are many issues at the municipal
and school board levels that will
be tests of the resolve in resistance
towards Ford’s agenda. Our task will
be to work with Councillors and
Trustees to ensure we win votes and
sentiment to have the public reverse
their support for the Conservatives.
Many years ago, our movement fought
the Mike Harris government to defeat
key parts of his destructive agenda. We
plan to work with everyone again to
fight for the kind of cities we want to
live in, and to give every student what
they need to succeed.

City Childcare Centre To Be
Environmental Leader
The Mount Dennis Child Care Centre on Weston Road is slated to be the city’s
largest day care at 18,000 square feet. It will also have the distinction of being
the city’s first net zero facility. Toronto’s climate action plan calls for 100 per
cent of new buildings having zero emissions by 2030.
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THE 1% AGENDA
“The only thing certain is the certainty of change”. There will be an avalanche of change
in Ontario in coming months, and little of it will benefit working people. The real power
brokers in this province have a political agenda, both at Queen’s Park and the municipal
level. While Doug Ford may not have been their first choice for Premier, they wasted no
time in supporting his rapid roll-back of workers rights and “Open for Business” expansion
of corporate privilege.
Bill 47 unravels gains made by
workers under the previous
government, cancelling the $15
minimum wage and making it
harder for workers to unionize. A
few enlightened corporate leaders
may have seen the wisdom in
efforts to address growing precarity
in the new economy, but most
never consented to more workplace
justice. They relentlessly seek more
profit regardless of the long-term
consequences to our society.
When Ford hijacked the
Toronto elections mid-way
through the campaign, the
voices of the economic and
political elites were eerily
silent about this stunning
attack on democracy. Despite
their claim to want an inclusive
and caring city, they believe
their financial self-interest is
better served with a smaller
Council and a “strong mayor”.
Bay Street does not want to
waste time with democratic
niceties – they like the idea of
getting deals done with onestop shopping at the Mayor’s
office.
The other major player in
municipal politics – the

development industry - was
alarmed at the possibility of a
new crop of diverse, progressive
Councillors recruited by Progress
Toronto. No doubt their lobbying
efforts lined up with Ford’s
personal instinct of revenge on
Toronto City Council, leading to
the decision to impose a drastic
reduction to 25 seats. They will
be pressuring the new Council
for more tax giveaways and
less community say over new
developments. John Tory wants a
City Hall team that will fall in line
with his priorities - it remains to be
seen if he will revisit the attempt
to sell off Toronto Hydro, or resist
Ford’s drive to take over the TTC
subways.
The people of Toronto will
have to mobilize strongly
around preserving these key
public assets, as well as other
priorities such as childcare,
tax fairness and affordable
housing.
There will be differences of opinion
within the elites around education.
Some recognize the folly of the
Mike Harris cuts, while others
can’t wait for U.S. style vouchers
and charter schools. It is not clear
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how Ford will handle the low
levels in post-secondary education
funding that logically conflict with
employer demand for a highly
skilled workforce.
Conservatives across Canada
are on a Trump-like crusade
to sideline any measures that
interfere with the dominance of
fossil fuels and extreme resource
extraction. Ontario’s new policies
on climate are a complete sham,
widely condemned as a huge step
backward in the face of today’s
climate crisis. While business may
have mixed views on shifting to a
low-carbon future, there is strong
consensus is on privatization and
deregulation, including in the
green economy.
Corporate Canada wants a
piece of every public service
and public asset, as well as
commercializing every possible
human interaction.
The biggest growth area for
profit today is in the disruptive
technologies that fuel the FANG
billionaires – Facebook, Amazon,
Netflix and Google. While some
of these newest business leaders

don’t agree with politics of racial
and ethnic division, there is a
lot of money behind the social
conservatism that swept Trump and
Doug Ford to power. Conservatives
have been using divisive messaging
on refugees and “family values” to
mobilize their base, both in the
provincial and municipal elections.
Trump’s behaviour has encouraged
Neo-Nazis like Faith Goldy to
campaign for public office, while
the tragic murders of Jewish
Americans at prayer in October
2018 is a shocking example of the
toxic stew that is being brewed
here and across the globe.
We need to understand these
dangers in order to respond
effectively. Much was learned
through the resistance to the
Harris “common sense revolution”,
and the mobilization against Rob
Ford’s agenda at Toronto City Hall.
Labour should be at the centre
of a broad resistance movement,
working with community allies,
newly elected NDP MPPs, and
progressive Councillors and School
Trustees to offer a different solution
to the challenges people face.

WHO FUNDS ONTARIO PROUD?
Proud played a big role in Doug Ford’s victory. It may claim to
be a “grassroots” operation, but almost all its donations come
from corporations. Top donors for attack ads against the Liberals
were housing developer Mattamy Homes, at $100,000; antiunion contractors group Merit Ontario, at $50,000; Nashville
Developments, also at $50,000; Opportunities Asia Ltd. at $30,000;
and Shiplake Properties Limited at $25,000.

Our message must be
grounded in an inclusive vision
of justice that reaches deep
into our own memberships and
the communities they live in.
Our entire movement must be
committed to redoubling our
efforts to challenge hate and
division, based on a profound
appreciation of the impact of
systemic racism. The direction we
set out in the 2017 statement “Step
Up and Speak Out” is even more
relevant today.
The 1% may have wealth and
powerful connections, but there
is a fundamental contradiction
between their agenda and the
interests of the 99%. How we
rally the majority to see their own
interests - and build solidarity
among working people of every
background - is the task facing our
movement in the coming years.
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HOTEL WORKERS WIN WITH FRIENDS
UNITEHERE members across Toronto have won new contracts patterned after Local 75’s
breakthrough deal at the Royal York. The city-wide standard features wage increase of 14.5% over
four years, 54 cent pension increase plus a reduction of room workload for housekeeping staff. The
union undertook a series of militant actions at different workplaces - from lobby occupations to 7am
“complimentary wake-up call” pickets with drums and chanting to let guests know about the dispute.
Getting smaller hotels to agree to
meet the high standard took a lot help
from other unions who were clients.
Leaders from dozens of affiliates spoke
or wrote to hotel managers demanding
they settle. Union participants at
conferences or meetings joined Local

75 staff on the lines or in rallies at a
number of properties. UNITEHERE’s
continent-wide effort was framed
by the slogan “One job should be
enough”. Thanks to everyone who
helped make that a reality in Toronto.

They Keep Trying To Strip Holidays Away….
Following a New Year’s Eve article in the Star about a renewed business lobby
to open stores 365 days a year, Labour Council responded with this Letter to the Editor,
Re: “Yorkdale mall wants the city
to let it open on New Year’s Day.”
This is not news. Oxford Properties
relentlessly lobbies governments to
convince them to rewrite laws that
stand in the way of higher profits.
Of course this wealthy real estate
company would like Toronto to
overturn bylaws so more of Oxford’s
shopping centres can stay open on
public holidays.
Most stores in the Toronto area close
for only nine days each year, including
Christmas, New Years, Easter and
Thanksgiving. Since work schedules

are so unpredictable, retail workers
count on those limited public holidays
as guaranteed time they can spend
with their families.
The story says, “Toronto city council
has grappled with this matter several
times without much success,” taking
Oxford’s side without question. From
the perspective of retail workers,
and from our notions of democracy,
Toronto has actually been successful
time after time in defeating this big
business lobby. The city voted against
changing the rules in 2017 following
extensive public consultations, as did

Peel Region. In fact, the anomaly is York
Region, where last year York’s municipal
council stripped statutory holidays
from over 60,000 retail workers with
virtually no public consultation.
Shame on Oxford for fighting laws
that are good for workers and our
communities. When the Toronto Star
does a story like this, you should include
the voices of those who are most affected
– the workers who serve customers.
Susan McMurray
Executive Assistant
Toronto & York Region Labour Council
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Guiding the Next Generation of Builders
In 2014, the Toronto Community Benefits Network (TCBN)
achieved a signed agreement with Metrolinx to open up career
opportunities on the Eglinton Crosstown Transit line. The goal
was to provide apprenticeship and professional positions for
local community members who are underrepresented in the
construction industry: women, newcomers, indigenous and
racialized individuals, youth and veterans.
Chris Campbell with TCBN’s Simone Walters

Anthony Tubbs, Local 183 (above) and Mamadou
Bah, Local 506, (below) spearhead the work of the
LIUNA Caucus.

TCBN’s Rosemarie Powell signs Community
Benefits Declaration for $1 Billion West Park
Hospital redevelopment.

Ahmed Abdi, a young Somali resident
of the Mount Dennis community
took interest in learning a trade after
hearing about community benefits.
He got connected to Chris Campbell
from Carpenters Local 27, who saw
mentorship as a key to the success of a
new apprentice like Abdi. Now in his
third term, Abdi is the first of over 100
apprentices who have been hired to
work on the Eglinton Crosstown through
the community benefits program.
The TCBN, a 95-member coalition of
trade unions, trades training centres,
workforce development agencies,
grassroots groups, social enterprises
and community organizations have won
community benefits on three additional
projects; the Finch West LRT, the Casino
Woodbine and the West Park Healthcare
Centre.
These projects combined have a
construction value of approximately
10 billion dollars, with an aspirational
goal of hiring apprentices from
underrepresented groups to perform at

least 10% of all trade or craft working
hours. These new opportunities also
create the need for more support
in mentorship for residents from
communities that have not been as
familiar with the construction industry.
In partnership with the LiUNA African
American Canadian Caucus and other
union and industry partners, the
TCBN has launched NextGenBuilders
Mentorship pilot program. This program
will match Black youth mentees like
Abdi with mentors who are experienced
construction trades professionals.
After the pilot is tested and proven,
the program will expand to include
women, newcomers and others who are
underrepresented in the industry.
The program is looking for experienced
journeypersons like Chris who are
eager to commit a few hours a month to
mentor a new apprentice to help them
achieve their long-term career goals.
For more, visit next-gen-builders.ca or email
info@communitybenefits.ca
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INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN’S DAY
MARCH
Saturday, 9th March 2019

Save the Date!!

LABOUR
COMMUNITY
ADVOCATE
TRAINING

CONFRONTING
OPPRESSION,
BUILDING UNITY
Indigenous & Workers of Colour
Conference 2019
Saturday June 1 from 9am to 4pm

1377 Lawrence Ave East

In Toronto:
Level 1— March 20 - May 29

(IBEW Local 353)

labourcouncil.ca

In York Region:
Level 1 — March 21 - May 30
To register contact:

nsoufian@labourcommunityservices.ca
For more info visit:

labourcommunityservices.ca

cope343
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Remember Pittsburgh
Canadians were shocked by the horrific murders of eleven innocent victims at the Tree of
Life Synagogue in Pittsburgh last October. We know that because of this act, fear will become
heightened across Jewish communities - fear of another incident where their family, friends and
community are again targeted; echoes of horrific past persecutions of Jews; the realization that a
house of sanctuary has been violated in such a terrible way.

Toronto Vigil for victims of the Pittsburgh tragedy.

Hatred and hate speech have
consequences. It is less than two years
since we mourned six men killed
at prayer in the Quebec mosque. It
happened just after women across the
world marched to warn that hatred
will spread as the most powerful
man on earth gives permission to
xenophobes and misogynists to act
out their worst instincts. Sadly, that
prediction has shown to be true. The
world was horrified when Trump’s
response to the Charlottesville
marchers chanting “Jews will not
replace us” was that there were “very
fine people on both sides” of the event.
But this is not just an American problem.

Here in Canada, alt right groups have
the same approach to marginalizing
and demonizing people based on
race, religion or place of origin.
Anti-Semitism has been a constant in
Canada’s history – from widespread
discrimination at every level, to the
Christie Pitts riots, to the KKK and
Western Guard and their successors
today.
People of good need to challenge
each other to discover and affirm
our common humanity in the face
of hatred and division. That must
the basic foundation for the kind of
Canada we seek to build together.

Who Seeks Refuge?
At each Labour Council meeting we acknowledge that Toronto
is on the traditional territory of many nations including the
Mississaugas of the New Credit. Since the First Nations welcomed
us, this city and region has been settled by generations of
immigrants, refugees and their descendants.
Leslie Wolfe is the President of the
Ontario Secondary School Teachers
Federation –Toronto. She spoke at the
Labour Council Delegates meeting
along with Rabbi Shalom Schachter
shortly after the tragic events at
Pittsburgh, as members of Toronto’s
Jewish community were still reeling
from the news. The actions of the
killer were fuelled by a deep suspicion
of “others” that has become a driving
force in politics today.
A key target of this anger are refugees.
Donald Trump was elected partly

because he named migrants and
refugees as a problem for the American
people. Conservatives in the Chinese
community rallied against the
settlement of refugees in Markham.
A Toronto Sun columnist wrote a
hate-filled column about migrants at
a Toronto hotel, leading to an arson
attempt that could have cost many
lives.
Who we are as Canadians? Almost all
our families came here from elsewhere
seeking to find a better life. Many were
fleeing famine, war or hate. Leslie

Wolfe thinks of both her mother and
father’s parents coming from Eastern
Europe a century ago, trying to escape
the pervasive anti-Semitism and the
terror of the pogroms. Their journey
was like so many others - in Toronto
alone we have come from over 194
countries.
Our labour movement is committed
to building inclusive workplaces and
communities. Welcoming refugees has
been an essential part of who we are at
our best. Let’s make sure it is who we
are in the future.
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LABOUR EDUCATION CENTRE
CELEBRATES 30 YEARS
In September, the Labour Education Centre (LEC) held an open house
at 15 Gervais Drive to celebrate its 30th anniversary. LEC (project
of the Toronto & York Region Labour Council), provides a range of
services and training to help people find and keep good jobs through
Employment Services, Adult Literacy Education, and construction
training programs.
Photo: Neal Edwards - 2Nyce Photography

maps or find online courses. Now I
can do all of these on my own with
more confidence. And the result you
are watching is – I am here in front of
you sharing my experience with you
all. I would like to thank the instructors
who helped me start my journey here in
Canada as a newcomer.”
Well attended, LEC hosted friends,
clients, employers, agency partners and
program participants to meet, chat and
learn about LEC’s work and successes.
As a significant testimony to this, the
stories of the program participants’
panel featured prominently. One panel
member, Mahmuda, presented from the
Community Adult Learning program
(CAL)
“When I began my class in February
2018, in Labour Education Center, I
found myself very shy, less talkative, not
confident enough to meet new people,
neighbours as well as the classmates.
Even I felt scared to ask questions to
the instructors. I wouldn’t know how to
research for finding jobs, using google

Mahmuda reflects further: “Any kind
of growth or personal development
requires a very fundamental skill;
what is called learning. Learning is
something that affects nearly every facet
of my existence every day. Learning
is beneficial for self- improvement,
general wellness, emotionally, financially,
physically and socially. The greatest
power of all, lies inside the mind, and
with everything that we learn, we
strengthen the mind, thus strengthening
our personal power.”
CAL offers upgrading skills in English
and Computers. With an understanding
of adult literacy education as a tool
for social change, instructors support
program participants in strengthening
self-advocacy practices they can use

in every day life, at work and in the
community. Literacy is more than being
able to read and write – it is about being
able to ‘read the world’ and be able to
navigate the challenges and barriers
in society. CAL provides weekday
and evening classes held in house, for
community clients seeking to upgrade
skills for employment, or for improving
existing employment opportunity and
Saturday English classes providing
support and skills development for
domestic Care workers who face barriers
to securing decent work.
Mahmuda has accessed specific training
courses since starting at CAL. Currently
completing an intensive Office Skills
Certificate program, with a placement at
The Neighbourhood Organization (TNO),
a multi- service agency in Thorncliffe
Park/ Flemingdon area) she is well on her
way to realizing her goals. She concluded
her presentation on the panel, “Thank
you to Labour Education Centre for being
supportive to the adult learners”
LEC also provides Employment Services
for job seekers, free workshops to
prepare for the labour market and
access to Employment Ontario training
programs. The Tradelinx workshop offers
pre-apprenticeship training and Arabic
language safety training.
For more information go to
laboureducation.org

Labour Council Family
In early January, staff of Labour Council, Labour
Community Services and Labour Education Centre got
together to learn more about each other’s work for 2019. A
wide variety of programs offer services to workers – from
basic literacy, to Arabic language safety training, to Labour
Community Advocate and equity training.
Find out more at:
labourcouncil.ca • labourcommunityservices.ca • laboureducation.org
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UP IN THE AIR
Can you imagine a social worker trading their job for
construction, fitting sparkling glass panels, twenty stories high,
onto Toronto’s newest buildings? Meet Leanna Walken, a social
worker who knew deep in her heart that she wanted to be in
the trades, making and building. She just didn’t know how till a
friend introduced her to the Hammerheads Program.
Created by the Central Ontario
Building Trades, the Hammerheads
program works with youth from
priority neighbourhoods, helping
them find meaningful careers in
construction. The three month
program takes the participants through
a fast paced buffet of 13 different
trades, hands on, to get a taste of
opportunities available.
“I didn’t find the glazier trade – it
found me” she says of the experience.
“My family always has my back
100%. They know I am a goal
getter.” Leanna’s family knew that her
becoming a glazier is about defining
success on her terms and all about
doing what brings her happiness.
Her mother taught her to chase her
dreams confidently, with persistence,
hard work, and tenacity. Currently a
Level 3 apprentice, her eyes sparkle
as she speaks of having a career that
no one can take away from her – her
excitement is richly vibrant.
“I get up in the morning wanting
to come to work. My family sees
my happiness.” As a mother of a six
year old, Leanna speaks of making
her daughter proud, of being a role
model of what can be and of dreaming
without boundaries. She grew up
in a household that was ever busy,
painting, fixing and making stuff

around the house. No one ever threw
the proverbial “girls don’t” barrier in
her way and so she just followed her
uncles and step-dad, learning and
doing.
“What do you see yourself doing 10
years from now? Look to what you
do that makes you happy – make that
your career” are Leanna’s wise words to
anyone unsure about careers and jobs.
On her current jobsite, Leanna works
with a young female engineer; two
women in construction, building the
face of Toronto. In her Hammerheads
cohort, there were only three women
but all did really well, going on to
successful careers with IBEW Local
353 and with Ironworkers 721.
Remember the friend who introduced
Leanna to the trades? She has just
written her Red Seal certification as an
Ironworker.
“Being up in the air” puts a smile on
Leanna’s face. The glass buildings
across Toronto are built by patient,
careful hands, two of which belong
to Leanna Walken from Glaziers
Local 1819. She is part of a building
trades family of experienced workers
with impressive skills; enjoying a
career with good wages and benefits.
Definitely makes you look at
construction sites differently.

For more info about Glaziers or other trades
represented by the International Union of Painters
and Allied Trades Ontario Council visit iupat.on.ca
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